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Dated 01.11 .2018

To

Shri Anupam Shrivastava
CMD BgNL
New Delhi-110 001

subject

Non - Allotment of funds for oPEX & Staff claims

- Reg'

Respected Sir,
like

expenses
we would like to bring to your kind notice that fund allotment for various operational of the Circle
requirements
per exact
Electricity Bills, DiesJl, Tbwer rent etc., are not allotted as
down of several vital relephone
shutting
and
suppry
EB
of
concerned resurting in disconnection
value of BSNL among the
Exchanges/ toweri adversely affecting operation, ievenue and brand
customers and general Public.

pension contribution remittance
ln addition to the above, GpF/ EpF, leave salary contribution and
which were already recovered
to the concerned authorities are not made since september 2018,
results in tantamountviolation
from the September2olg salary of the employees concerned. This
violations'
statutory
to
amounts
also
of fundamental rights of the employees and

for working employees are not
Apart from the above funds for reimbursement of Medical Claims
Retired employees alsojor the
disbursed for the past three months and it is not disbursed to the
BSNL and Retired
past seven months creating frustration and resentment amongst employees of
months causing hardship
employees. TA claim Oilts of employees are also not settled for so many
in day to day operational activities.
in BSNL. But DoT
It is understood that all these problems are arising due to the financial crunch
to
BSNL and allow
support
being the administrative minisiry should take a ceil to extend financial
be taken up
should
matter
to take loan from Banks by giving letter of comfort to BSNL. Thus the
strongly with DoT.
intervene in this matter
In light of the above, we would therefore request your good self to kindly
necessary funds for
allot
to
and cause to issue necessary instructions to the btticers concerned
immediately as
Retirees
opEX and setile the issues pertaining to BSNL employees and BSNL
in general'
BSNL
value of
these are affecting employee morale, Justomer satisfaction and brand
With Kind regards
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(S.Sivakumar)

President

Yours Sincerely,

#
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-

(Prahalad Rar)--General SecretarY

and n/a please'
copy to: The Director (HR &Fin), BSNL Board , ND - for favour of kind information

|SecretarycH.17-2.15,P&TChemmeryStaffQuaders,Atu|GroveRoad,NewDe|hi-11000.

